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Let A be a weak-* Dirichlet algebra on probability measure space (X, <p, a). For 1 < p < oo, we define the space Hp(a) to be [A] In order to prove Theorem 1, we shall use the following well-known result which is a corollary of Szegö's theorem (see [4, Chapter 1] , [9] ).
Lemma. // / is a function in Lp(a), 1 < p < oo, such that log|/| is summable, thenf = ph withp unitary and h outer. The factoring is unique, up to multiplication of q and h by constant factors of modulus one.
Proof of Theorem 1. If u = min(l, |/|_I), then m is in L°°(o) and log u is summable. So there is an outer function h in Hx(a) such that \h\ = « by the lemma. Since [A -f]p = [A -hf]p and HA/H«, < 1, we may assume that \\f\\oe = 1. Next, we put
Since 2"(n+1) < u" < n + 1 a-a.e., there exists an outer function h" in H°°(o) such that un = |AJ. Let 1 < p < oo. It is easy to see that \\hj\\ < a(F(n)) + 2"<n+1), so we have We can extend one result in [3] to the case of weak-* Dirichlet algebras. The proof is heavily dependent on Muhly's work [5] .
For any subset S of Lx(o), we write:
|S|={|/|;/isinS}. Proof. (1)=> (2). Let q be the conjugate index of p: \/p + \/q = 1. We set M= {/E L"(o);fg is in Hx(o) for any g in M}.
Note that M is an invariant subspace in Lq(o). It is easy to see that M is doubly invariant iff MM = {0}. Therefore there exist nonnull bounded functions h in M and k in M such that hk is in //°°(a) (see [4, Chapter 1, §6] ). Since Hx(o) is maximal, it follows that Z(h) and Z(k) are o-null sets by [5, Theorem] . So M and M contain unitary functions <p and »p respectively by the above corollary. Next, we consider the condition (1) in [3] . Let Ibea compact Hausdorff space upon which the real line R acts continuously as a topological transformation group. For any x in X and t in R, x + t will denote the translation of x by t. Let C[t, oo) be the set of all continuous complex-valued functions/ such that the spectrum of /, denoted by Sp(/), is contained in [t, oo) . We write 21= C [0, oo), i.e., 91 is the algebra of all continuous analytic functions. We refer the reader to [1] for the basic facts about spectra. For any finite regular Borel measure p, the distant future in L2(p) is defined to be D -x¡<t<x¡M,(p) , where M,(p) is the L2(u)-closure of C [t, oo) .
The following theorem is motivated by Muhly's remarks stated in [7, §5] .
